GUTTERING SYSTEMS

Why use the PROFIL roof guttering systems?
• High mechanical
and chemical resistance
in extreme weather conditions:

• Affordable prices:
Plastics-based production
technology is a guarantee
of a affordable prices.

PROFIL systems are completely
resistant to any chemical residue
(acid, base, salt) found in rainwater.
It is also resistant
to adverse weather conditions
0
0
(-50 C/+50 C).

• Innovative
manufacturingtechnology:
All our gutter system are made of
high-quality PVC that guarantees
high resistance to any mechanical
damages, like stretching and bending.

• No harmful compounds:
It does not contain harmful compounds
of cadmium and is eco-friendly.

• Certificates:
All PROFIL systems are made
according to the PN-EN 607 norm.

• Easy to install:
safety is provided by rubber seals

• Certificates:
All PROFIL systems are made
according to the ISO 14001

• Color
black, red, graphite, white, brick red
or brown: universal color options
for every roof.

• Corrosion resistance:
PROFIL systems require
no additional maintenance.

• Lightweight:
A 3-meter section of PROFIL
130 gutter weighs only
2 kilograms!

black

• High performance:

red

Outstanding capacity and effectiveness
of water drainage thanks to a perfectly
smooth surface. Depth of the gutter
compared to its' cross-section
guarantees high-efficiency drainage.

graphite
white
brick red
brown
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Technical data:
• PVC-U material
black

• Diameter: 90 mm and 130 mm pipes, length: 3 m
• Downpipe: diameter 75 mm and 100 mm,
plain-end segments 0,5 m, 2 m, 3 m, 4 m

red

The effective roof area is calculated
by the following formula:
graphite

P - effective roof area
A - base length
H - height of roof
D - length of roof

white

brick red

Maximum roof area that can
be drained effectively with
with one downpipe:

brown

up to 140 m2

up to 200 m2
Maximum roof area that can
be drained effectively with
with two downpipes:

up to 220 m2
Maximum roof area that can
be drained effectively with
with one downpipe:

up to 70 m2

up to 110 m2
Maximum roof area that can
be drained effectively with
with two downpipes:
A gutter for all kinds
2

of bad weather

up to 140 m
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INST ALLATION

MANUAL
Make smooth ends of each gutter
segment with a knife or with
a sandpaper.

018/118 gutter holders must be
mounted onto the wooden roof skeleton
after setting the roof slopes and fixing
the direction of rainwater.
The gutters are installed with inclination
3-5 mm per 1 m towards the outlet.

01

09

Inclination size should be set between
end holders with the help of a level

max 50 cm

Before hole cutting in a gutter drill
a small hole in the center to make
the cutting easier.

02

10

018/18 gutter holders should be spaced
at the same intervals not more
than 50 cm. Optimal intervals are:
45-47 cm for PROFIL 130
and 43-45 cm for PROFIL 90.

Cut out the hole for the outlet.
It should not be bigger than
the internal diameter of the outlet pipe.

03

11

018A gutter holders should be fixed
on the lower part of batten with
intervals not more than 50 cm.

Make smooth hole edges.

04

max 50 cm

12
Before assembling any gutter segments,
put dish soap on rubber seals.

014/114 PVC holders should be fixed
on the fascia board. Inclination 3-5 mm
per each 1 m of gutter should
be towards the outlet.

05

13

After mounting the end holders,
the rest ones should be fixed with
a help of a level

Install 007/107 outlet right under
the hole made in the gutter.

06

14
Put the gutter with the outlet onto
the gutter holders mounted earlier.
Click the locks on each holder, starting
from the outlet and going left and right.

After first mounting all PVC holders
should be screwed to fascia board
with the third screw.
This quantity is minimum
for PVC holders.

07

15

Measure the length of gutters forming
the gutter system precisely and cut
them with a fine-toothed saw.
Cut parallel to the gutter. Length of
particular segments should include
expansion gap necessary for
gutter mounting.
08

max 50 cm

Interval between the closest to outlet
holders should be not bigger than
50 cm as advised in the point 3.

16
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007L and 007R should be mounted
the same way as 007 regular outlet.

Install the connectors between
the gutter holders.

17

25
007L and 007R outlets should be
mounted right next to the gutter holders,
so that their internal latch fit directly
to gutter holder.

Please remember about expansion
gap while installing the 011/111
connectors.

18

A
1/2 A
B

26

When attaching the gutter to
the connector, the gutter end should
be about 5 cm from the connector
center as shown on the drawing
in section B

Rainwater can be drained directly to
the ground by using the 009/109
downpipe bend. The bend should be
glued to PVC pipe upon installation.

19

27

Insert the liner into gutter connector.
First, the liner press in gutter back
end profile and the front part of the liner
is necessary to press in specially profiled
clip at gutter inner front side

120B/120P traps should be placed
between downpipe.
Prior to traps it is recommended
to install inspection pipe 012.

28

20
Downpipes should be mounted
using 019A, B or C brackets subject
to wall thicknessl. Brackets should
be placed every 2 meters and in
buildings with 2 or more stories
it should be done every 1,5 meters.

Before mounting the gutter connector
remove the rubber seal.
After its installation place the seal
between the gutter itself and connector.

max 50 cm

21

29

Stop end should be mounted not less
than 20 cm from the last gutter holder.

In regions with expected large snowfalls
additional PVC holders are advised.
For any steep roofs it is recommended
to install a snowladder.

22

30

Gutter angles should be mounted not
less than 20 cm from the last gutter
holder from each side.

20 cm

20 cm

After installation visually check the
gutter system to make sure that
inclination is correct. Gutter system
should be installed in such way that
end of roof area should touch
the front side of the gutter .

23

31

When mount the gutter in the angle
joints, please follow the rule in
the point 19.

During the installation process, please
use flathead galvanized screws
5x40
for wood, and and hidden head ones
for metal.

24

32
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PROFIL GUTTER SYSTEM ELEMENTS

001

002

003

003D

003-1

004D

004

005

006

007

!

NEW
007L

007P

009

009-D

010

011

012

013

017

120B

120P

008

014

018

019

A gutter for all kinds
of bad weather
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PROFIL GUTTER SYSTEM ELEMENTS

007L
107L

014
114

009
109

003
103

018
118

011
111

001
101

004
104
001
101
006
106

010
110

007
107
010
110

013
113

007P
107P

009
109

014
114

009-D
109-D
116

005
105

015
115

002
102
019A
119A
017
117
120B

018A

120P

008

012
112

001
002
003
003-1
003D
004
004D
005
006
007
007L
007P
008
009
009-D
010
011
012
013
014
015

gutter

130 (length 3 meters)

downpipe

100 (length: 2m, 3m, 4m)

external angle - „Z” 90O angle
external angle - „Z” 135O angle
external angle - „Z” free angle
internal angle - „W” 90O angle
internal angle - „W” free angle
"R" Stop end
"L" Stop end
pass-through outlet
"L" Left outlet
"R" Right outlet
hopper head
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60O

downpipe bend
downpipe connector

100

gutter counnector
inspection pipe
downpipe (0,5 m)
PVC gutter holder
reducing T-pipe

017
018
018A
019A
019A
019B
019B
019C
019C
120B
120P

101
102
103
103-1
103D
104
104D
105
106
107
107L
107P

T-pipe

100/75/67O

100/100/60O

metal gutter holder

109
109-D
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

metel downpipe bracket
“L” 100 metal downpipe bracket
“L” 100 PVC downpipe bracket
“L” 150 metal downpipe bracket
“L” 150 PVC downpipe bracket
“L” 220 metal downpipe bracket

119A
119A
119B
119B
119C

“L” 220 PVC downpipe bracket
trap with side outlet
trap with vertical outlet

120B
120P

The cuttering systems manufactured by the PROFiL company meet the requirements of
those Customers for whom the environmental issues are important.
The PROFiL products are made of materials that are friendly and safe to the
environment, are suitable for recycling and further processing and the manufacturing process
itself promotes protection of the natural environment.

